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Tuesdays Daily Flash news (Unedited report) 
Elon Musk is most intelligent brain after Bill gate and Apple’s Steve job… 

Wall-Street, bankers and so-called smart hedge fund managers reading 
numbers but not reading brain of Elon - Tesla short sellers are so dumb, they 
are just burning cash of investors and blaming that Elon is bring cash every 

quarter… 

 

Dear Members,  

To understand Elon Musk plan, you need to get 
into his brain, you won’t find anything in 
balance sheet numbers or in his tweets. Every 
analyst and Wall-Street guys are struggling to 
understand about how or where Elon Musk is 
getting money for Tesla to take Private. I am 
requesting Wall-street guys not to spend $100 
on psychic, tarot readers, or doing Voodoo 

things because you won’t get behavior pattern of 
Elon’s brain. Wall-street bankers even don’t know 

where money is coming from, isn’t that strange? So, how we know about Elon actions, very 
simple answer I have for you; To understand Elon Musk brain, you need to learn astrology 
and astro-cycle which may take you around Thirty odd years to learn. I don’t think anyone 
has thirty year to learn astrology to understand how Elon Musk brain works, so better simple 
way, follow our predictions. We have been very bullish on Tesla, we recommended buying 
at $32.00, and every weakness we recommended buying. We already predicted that he will 
be give birth to new amazing technology for world so don’t go against, just simply support 
him as he has better grains then all of this dumb Short-Sellers. These dumb short sellers are 
burning investors hard earn cash by convincing that Tesla is great short. I strongly 
recommend this who shorted stocks must take a test drive of Tesla and then make a decision 
whether they want to short sell Tesla and go against Musk.  Many will disagree with my 
heading that “Elon Musk is one of the most intelligent minds” that exist in the current era. 
He is not only a visionary and a great engineer, and the best designer of car’s; but he is also 
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the greatest financial engineer of our current era (look at how is making short sellers to run 
for their life). He has not only fought single handedly against the auto industry, but he has 
also stood rock solid against short seller’s. Wall-street and the financial media has constantly 
tried to find faults and errors to make him fail, but their actions have pushed him to work 
more, and delve deeper into his own psyche, activating a deeper part of his brain to pursue 
greatness and win this war against all odds.  

Tesla does not pay me money to write this, nor do I own any stock in Tesla; but I do like 
Elon’s astro birth chart, and that 
is the reason I am going along 
with him, because I see a great 
future for him. Look at last five 
days price actions of Tesla. 

I don’t know how many of you 
remember the article that I 
published on my website, as well 
as in my weekly newsletter 
stating that David Einhorn’s 
(Greenlight Capital) time cycle 

was very negative. I predicted that every one of his bets would bring loses so we 
recommended not investing in him. David Einhorn has a huge short bet on tesla. So far last 
week his fund lost more than 19%, and today’s positive price movement in Tesla because of 
the positive news of the company going private could usher a disaster for David Einhorn.  

Tesla is the one of the biggest short stock in the history of wall-street. The last numbers were 
around $12 billion-dollars’ worth of short bets standing open in Tesla stocks. Today Elon 
Musk announced that he may take Tesla private which pushed Tesla 10% higher.     

There is so much to write about, but unfortunately there are only 24 hours in a day, and that 
time is also divided into taking care of our daily retinues. I just came back from LA, so let me 
put out a brief flash about what is going to happen on Wednesday.  

On Tuesday stocks traded sharply higher which is very positive news for market. Metals 
remained in mix pattern, energy prices move higher, and other commodities like grains and 
softs traded mix to positive. Dollar struggled as predicted, many emerging market currencies 
gained value. Thirty Year bond lost value.   

So, far everything looks on track as predicted so we will just hold all our predictions. If you 
haven’t read our “2018 Financial Predictions” book then you are walking in dark…I 
personally have been humbly requesting to read this book, those who bought they keeping 
very quiet because many people doesn’t like to share secrete as they want to keep with 
them. If you are not satisfied after buying book then we will give any service of same amount 
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as free. I reduced book price only for everyone so that they can know about on coming time 
for markets, commodities and currencies.   

Subscribe to read complete flashnews or weekly newsletter: 
https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php 

Our new look of www.mahendraporphecy.com is coming soon by next weekend.  

I have been recommending reading “2018 Financial Predictions” since we launched, there is 
reason for that. I want everyone to make money and then help needy.  

I strongly recommend 
reading this week’s 
weekly newsletter 
very carefully.  

We still believe that a 
$155 investment in a 
copy of the “2018 
Financial Predictions” or 
in $99, $115, and $75 for 
the different sections of 
the book is worth every 
penny if you trade or 

invest in the market, especially with the risks that people take in trading and investing.  

This is what we stated yesterday: To get a complete feel of 2018, the 2017, was very simply a year 
with a bullish trend, if you have bought market, crypto currency, energy and base metals then you 
did well without using much of your brain and logic. 2018 on the other hand will be a completely 
different year. I highly recommend reading “2018 Financial Predictions” book from cover to cover to 
get a complete feel of 2018. Many readers have the habit of jumping directly to the chapter they are 
interested in but don’t make this mistake this time. Even if you are metal trader you must-read the 
dollar section, what other commodities will be doing, and what the market’s and crypto’s trend will 
be, so please read the book in detail.  

The Indian market is our favorite one in 2018, so stay long in Indian market ETF’s and stocks.  

 

 

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma 

7 August 2018, 15.00 PM, Santa Barbara 

Small part from past Flashnews: 

Remember this what we stated on 22 September 2016: Gold will struggle to move above $1348 and silver 
$20.28; these are the selling levels in both these precious metals but remain as a day trader for this week. 

https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php
http://www.mahendraporphecy.com/
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This is what we mentioned on 11 August 2016: Higher side in gold can rise maximum $15 from current level 
of $1348 and lower side more than $300 by end of February 2017. Sell more NUGT around $178 and JNUG 
around $320; these levels were the previous highs last month. Add more buying in DUST. 

From stock market sections:  

INDEXES: 

This is what we mentioned on Tuesday, the 25th of January 2016: Tuesday will be a great time to acquire 
positions in the emerging markets as well as in the European markets. If what we are seeing happens then S&P 
should move towards 1936 or even higher and down side, it won’t go below 1844 or it won’t close below 1862 
level.  

On last week Thursday and Friday S&P closed higher and finally settled at 1901 levels. Those who have been 
following our works for decades must know how important our astro support and resistance levels are. Last 
year also the lower side astro resistance was 1827, and the higher side 2088. Both these levels played a very 
important role for the market. So far the support level of 1821 played an important role on Wednesday and we 
are hopeful that S&P won’t go below this level in the year 2016 and that the astro support and resistance levels 
continue playing an important role.  

This is what we mentioned the 18th of Jan 2016: On Friday investors experienced a nightmare. It was day that 
no investor likes to see because on this kind of day the trading accounts of longer term investors are always 
deep in the red. In 2000 when the tech stocks crashed we never recommended any buying to investors because 
the astro cycle was negative for two years and it was clear that the market may remain down for the next two 
years. In 2008 crash which we predicted, we were also aware that the market would rebound from the 26th of 
February 2009. We recommended that the market would bottom out on the 6th of March 2009 and that 
investors should start accumulating stocks keeping in mind that they have to hold them for five years and that 
they would make a fortune. We strongly recommended, not to focus on the daily volatility and keep busy 
accumulating quality stocks. This proved to be very accurate advice.  

This is what we mentioned Monday 8 August: Billions of dollars follow our predictions closely so some support 
always comes around our predicted levels. 12th February 2016, S&P moved more than 360 points rally which 
no one expected.    

This is what we mentioned on the 29th of February: At this stage we are expecting that the Indian market will 
perform, so this is a great time for international investors to put money in the US market as Rupee is at a 
historic low and the market has already corrected 26% from higher levels. Brazil and China have also performed 
negatively and it looks like a big turnaround is on the way from this week. It is time to build some aggressive 
positions in BRZU at $9.30, YINN $10.65, and INDL $8.40. We recommended buying these ETF’s before at 
higher levels and we are still recommending holding on to old positions and adding more positions at current 
levels. Watch emerging market currencies because any turn around in Brazilian Real can push BRZU toward 
$39.00 from 9.30. S&P closed above 1938 and if it closes above 1938 for more than two days then expect it to 
move towards 1988 during this week or next week.  

Two weeks ago we predicted that 1864 is a great buying level with the first target of 1938 and 1988. The first 
target got achieved very quickly and the second target will get achieved soon and after that our most important 
astro resistance level will be 2088, which has played a crucial role in keeping the bull away to move above 2088 
for the last 16 months.  

 

Thirty Year Bond 
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This is what we mentioned 10 September: Tuesday Thirty Year Bond gained value, and same indicating on 
Wednesday. Fed may leave rate decision sideline which can push bond toward 168/169. Rate hike may bring 
prices 162 level. Overall trend is negative so get ready to sell on any rise if FED refuse to hike.  

In the last ten weeks’ bond prices came down from 176 to 165 as predicted and our longer-term view is very 
negative so keep building sell positions on any rise.  

By the end of this year we may see 162-25 and 157. Stay long in TTT, TBT and TMV.  

 

Energy: 

This is what we stated 17 April, Monday: ERX lost more 5% value and if ERX trade below $30.00 then there are 
chances that it will test $25.50 level which means oil prices will trade negative in coming time.   

Once again oil will try to test $54.78 but if this week it fails then we may see $47.00 level once again. Major 
astro support point is $49.88 level. RB Gas and HEATING OIL will follow oil.  

On Monday oil prices will trade mix to negative but in USA trading one can take small buying, if oil fail to rise 
on Tuesday then expect major corrections in once again in coming time.  

On Monday Natural gas will trade mix and prices will move both sides, trading in and out will remain best 
strategy in gas on Monday. Sell or short around $3.38 level.  

This is what we mentioned on 8 January - Natural gas went down sharply as predicted and tested $3.16 from 
$3.83, and the volatile trend will continue in GAS so trade carefully. Oil will only be able to move higher if it 
closes above $54.78 for three days which we don’t see happening.  

Energy stocks traded mixed. ERX is unable to move above $43.00 and oil above $54.78 which is not a good sign 
for the energy market.  

We are not changing any of the predictions we mentioned on the 3rd of June: Same kind of positive, RB GAS 
and heating oil also moved higher. Natural gas traded mix. ERX have been hanging around $29.00 level and it 
must close above $33.00 level to give bullish signal in energy stocks which we don’t see at this stage moment.  

Oil has been failing to close above $48.88 level but same time it is not closing below 48.88 level as well. If oil 
closes above $48.88 for three days, then the next price level of $52.55 may get achieved. At this stage some 
selling is recommended around $48.88 level and on the down side the important level to buy is at $44,55. Oil 
prices have gained almost 70% from $27.71 which we called the perfect bottom for oil.  

This is what we mentioned on the 2nd of February: Many are predicting oil remaining in the teen’s, but we do 
not see oil going below $27.71, so I hope those who are targeting $21 are doing their research well. Higher side 
it will struggle to move above $35.18 levels, and if it does than $44.55 is next target with $48.88 selling level.   

Natural gas lost a lot of value from our recommended selling price of $2.44. today it closed around $2.03. One 
can start acquiring very small positions in natural gas around $1.72 and below.   

This is what we mentioned in our book “2016 financial Predictions” in oil sections:  

IMPORTANT NOTE: As most of you are aware our view for energy has been very negative since June 2014. The overall trend in energy prices 

will remain negative so we do not recommend adopting long term positions. This means that do not take any trades earlier in the year and 

continue holding them for the rest of the year, because the higher side in oil will remain limited. There will be better opportunities to make 

money by trading in and out. Heating oil and RB gas will follow oils trend, so during this year we may see oil moving towards $48.50 or 

$52.95, and on the down side it may hold $34.55. If it closes below $35.55 for three days then there are chances that oil prices could fall 

towards $29.65. Traders should take advantage of buying short term call options before any of the above-mentioned cycles start, and also 

book profit quickly before the positive cycles end. 
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Energy stocks will trade mixed without any major movement, so longer term investors should not be putting any money in energy stocks. 

Any sharp rise should be taken as a profit booking opportunity if you are holding any energy stocks.  

Natural Gas’ trend will remain positive during 2016, so one can stay long in Natural Gas in the year 2016. However, it is very important to 

remember to keep booking profit before any of the above mentioned negative cycles start. Overall, Natural Gas will outperform oil in the 

year 2016.  

For short term strategies and price targets please follow our weekly and daily newsletters.  

Ninth Cycle:  

From the 26th of November to 31st of December 2016 - During this cycle we see positive momentum coming back in the energy 

market and oil prices will form a bottom, and oil stocks will also act positively. Even though this is a positive cycle, the 

higher side will remain limited. Natural gas and RB gas will move sharply higher during this period.  

Energy trading ranges for 2016:   

Crude Oil: $52.95 to $29.78 (As predicted last year that oil may hold $30.00 level and if its trade below for five days then possibility that 

could test 2002 low of $27.78 level)  

Natural Gas: $2.88 to $1.82 (higher side $3.57 if it cross $2.88) 

Look at accuracy level about oil what we predicted in the book.  

This is what we stated Monday, 31 Oct 2016: Friday oil, heating oil and RB Gas traded negative as predicted. 
Energy stocks also went down but gas traded mixed. On Monday, oil will trade negative; stay sidelined or those 
who are holding shorts can continue holding and cover some around $47.50. If oil starts trading below this, then 
expect $46.75 to $44.88 level, cover all shorts at $44.55 level. Heating oil and RB Gas will trade negative or will 
follow oil. On the higher side, oil will struggle to remain above $49.88 level which is the most important astro 
resistance level.  

Natural gas will trade on both sides without any clear directions so avoid trading but on the lower side one can 
buy GAS for Tuesday. Don’t touch energy stocks as they will keep struggling.  

This is what we mentioned on for Friday 2 Sep 2016: On Thursday oil, heating oil and RB Gas prices went down 
sharply lower and weakness will continue Friday. One can cover 50 to 70% shorts around $42.61 level in oil and 
100% around $41.78, so one can cover positions in heating oil and RB Gas on Friday.  

This is what we mentioned Monday, the 21st of December 2015: Last week energy traders remained very 
nervous as they felt like abandoned by the bigger financial institutions and other large energy investors, but the 
truth is that every energy trader or investor is badly stuck energy trades.  

In 2008 we predicted a crash in oil from $145 and in 2009 we predicted that it had bottomed out at $33.00 level. 
That prediction provided great returns those who invested in oil and energy stocks.  Now once again after the 
prediction of oil falling in 2014, since the last two weeks we have been predicting that oil would form a bottom 
around $34.55 level so watch this prediction closely. I am not saying that oil won’t fall below $34.55 level but 
surely those who will buy around this level may be rewarded handsomely.  

Maximum fearful days: According to the current astro cycle we see another 12 volatile or fearful trading days 
are pending but the down side is limited.  

This is what we mentioned on the 27th of August 2015: If oil trades below $47.00 for two days then there are 
chances it could retest our magic support figure of $44.55. If it starts trading below $44.55 then next level 
$38.50 so avoid buying positions.  

We are not recommending any buying in heating oil and RB gas, also one should avoid buying any energy stocks.  

This is what we mentioned on the 27th of April 2015: Adopt trading in and out strategy in energy, but don’t 
take any shorts in oil, heating oil or RB Gas. Sell some energy stocks. Energy stocks will trade mixed without 
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any major move so one can get ready to sell energy stocks. Higher side it is possibility that oil may see $63.80 
level, if its hold $57.00 level. Keep adding positions in Natural gas around $2.55.  

This is what we mentioned on the 5th of March 2015: Oil shouldn’t break $47.00 level this time, if it does then 
surely scary time is coming ahead for energy investors. On Down side oil will hold $47 and on the higher it will 
have a difficult time crossing above $55.78 so watch these levels closely.  

Watch our higher side target $55.78 to short and $44.55 to aggressive buy.  Stay away from energy stocks. 
Small support for oil is $47.00.  ERX won’t be able to move above $70.00 level, so selling is recommended in 
energy stocks when ERX reaches to $70.00.  

This is what we mentioned on the 3rd of January 2015: On our predicted lower side target of $44.55 is coming 
closer so one can cover 100% short positions and may be buy very small trade but I won’t be buying as I would 
like dust to settle. RB Gas, heating oil and natural gas lost value as well on Monday. Don’t buy RB Gas and 
heating oil but surely natural gas can be bought around $2.71. 

This is what we mentioned on the 23rd of December 2014: Oil can only get lower if it close below $54.40 for 
three days, if it does then it will hit $45.20 but chances of happening this is very less.  

This is what we mentioned on the 11th of December 2014: Wednesday our fear proven very true, we strongly 
recommend to stay away from oil. When oil broke $92.88 we recommended sell oil and get out from all energy 
product, when it broke $88.88 we predicted it is reaching toward $64.20. Two weeks back we mentioned that 
if oil falls below $64.20 then chances are that it may move toward $57.80 level. Most important level will be 
$54.40.  

This is what we mentioned on the 5th of December 2014: Oil and other energy products lost more value on 
Friday as predicted. We are not recommending any buying in energy stocks, oil, RB gas and heating oil. 
Natural gain gained value from the lower levels on Friday as predicted.  

On Monday the higher side will remain limited, and if oil closes below or trades below $64.00 for more than 
seven hours then expect $57.90 levels in the short term. Selling is recommended in energy and energy stocks 
on Monday. It looks like oil is getting ready to break $60.00 so stay short or add selling on any fall. 

 

Currencies: 

his is what we stated 4 January 2017: We don’t see dollar index going above 103.78 level so watch closely and 
closing below 102.55 will push dollar toward 101.55 
level. Most of currencies gained nice value on 
Wednesday, emerging market currencies had best 
day.  

On Thursday, most of currencies will trade both sides, 
buying is recommended on lower sides in most of 
currencies so don’t miss opportunity.  

Buy Pound, Yen, Australian dollar and Canadian 
dollar. Also buy Franc and Euro without fear.  

Astro cycle changed late today on 3rd January so safe 
buying in all major currencies against USD.  

Dollar closing below 102.75 will confirm that it would test the 101.55 level this week. 

We are not changing any predictions in currencies of what we mentioned on Monday, 31 October 2016: Once 
again tested 99.00 level but then sharply came down from the middle of the trading sessions. We are still 
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recommending to keep building positions in USD around 99.00 level. On Monday, we still recommend buying 
Euro and other currencies around the lower side, or selling USD around the higher side level. On the down side 
USD may hold 96.71 level so watch this level closely. Euro can move up to 1.1111 level in this week, so book 
profit if it goes there.  

On late Monday, the Scorpio Moon will bring both sides volatility. On Wednesday, the FED will announce 
decisions and due to the Scorpio Moon traders will get confused. Trade light or just trade in and out in currencies 
but medium term traders can hold selling positions in USD.  

Stay short in Yen but one can cover Japanese Yen as it may move towards 0.9525 to 0.9250 level at this stage.  

This is what we mentioned Monday on 29 August 2016: We see Euro holding 1.1055 level and Pound 1.2925 
level. We don’t see it falling below 0.9410 level and on the higher side it will have a difficult time to move above 
1.0198 level. For USD index 97.00 to 97.50 level will play the role of a Wall for dollar which dollar may not be 
able to breach at this stage, or maybe even for the next six weeks, and on the down side USD may test 92.50 
level.  

This is what we mentioned last week on Monday, 25 July 2016: This is what we mentioned on Wednesday, the 
13th of July: Any rise shall be taken as selling opportunity in Yen, in the next two months we can 900 pips in Yen 
or it will easily come down to 0.9200 level very soon. We don’t see Yen moving above 0.9878 level and in the 
worst case scenario 1.0000 will be maximum side.  

Friday USD tested 97.50 level and this is an important level. Dollar may keep testing this level during this week. 
We don’t see Euro going below 1.0923 and Pound 1.2988 level. Pound should be in you aggressive buying list 
until it holds this level.  

On Monday, the 11th of April 2016 we stated: Last week USD traded negative, and lost value against most of 
currencies. There are still chances that USD may test 92.50 level so watch USD trend closely, and start taking 
positions at 92.50 level.  

Emerging market currencies have done very well and it’s time to close positions if you are short or medium term 
traders. Rupee won’t fall much so don’t short Rupee but surely Rand, Real, Peso and Rubble will lose some value 
from middle of Monday.  

Australian won’t hold above $0.7725, Canadian dollar 0.7900, Euro 1.1475, Franc 1.0555, and Yen 0.9288 level.  

 

This is what we mentioned last Thursday: Pound is ready for 1.4123 mark. Sell Pound and add more Swiss Franc 
sell.  

We are not recommending any new short in Euro, surely one can acquire some positions in Euro for the short 
period of time.  

Emerging market currencies are getting ready to for bottoms expect few won’t be trust like Rand and Rubble. 
Wednesday we see many currencies gaining some value but stay away from Pound, Canadian and Franc as they 
can keep making new lows so hold positions with 3% more corrections.  

This is what we mentioned on the 22nd of December: Euro will struggle to move above 1.1075 and may hold 
value 1.0725 so watch these both levels closely.  

This is what we mentioned on the 23rd of April 2015: The Medium and longer term trend is still very positive for 
USD but for the short term a mix to bit weaker trend indicated. USD Index have achieved our target of 100 and 
now down side 95.00 or at worst case 90.00 level will be great buying.  
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Dollar is our longer term buying trade so we won’t recommend shorting dollar, we recommend buying USD 
on any weakness. Euro higher side 300 pips and lower side more than 3000 pips. We don’t see USD index 
going below 95.00 levels.  

Remember this what we mentioned on the 5th of March 2015: Currency war has nothing to do with USD Friday 
USD gained value as predicted. Medium and longer term outlook is very positive. As stated dollar will have some 
difficulty crossing above 95.50 level for the short term but if dollar will break 95.50 then it may move towards 
102.70 later this year. On the other hand euro will move towards 1.0730 to 1.0388. At this stage one should 
start covering all shorts in currency.  

Sell Euro around 1.1730 to 1.1788 and Franc 1.0988.  

This is what we mentioned on the 15th of Jan 2015, Monday: Most fund managers and market advisors are still 
analyzing the after effects of a rocking Swiss Franc on Swiss National Bank. I just finished one interview from 
Switzerland and they are too excited about Swiss Franc’s move. Our view was very simple, we recommended 
that it will not be able to hold above 1.2270 level so if Franc moves to 1.2270 then it will be time to sell as it will 
going to go back to par levels.  

This is we mentioned on the 2nd of October: On Thursday USD will trade mixed so we strongly recommend 
booking 100% profit in all short positions in euro, Pound, Franc, Yen and Australian dollar. Euro has moved down 
more than 1000 pips, Franc moved 750 pips, and Yen 4000 Pips. We will wait for few days before we put out a 
new strategy so wait for our weekly newsletter. 

Remember, this is what we mentioned in the month of July: At this stage USD is trading in a positive direction 
without any break since the last three weeks. Finally, it is reaching a most crucial level because once it breaks 
81.78 then the nonstop upside journey will start in USD. Also euro falling below 1.3355 level will bring huge 
corrections. I am waiting for USD to close above 81.78 because then USD will move like wild fire toward 87.88.  

This is what we mentioned in the month of May (2014): Keep adding USD on any weaknesses on Tuesday or 
around 79.50. Sell Euro around 1.3988, and Swiss Franc around 1.1470. Emerging market currencies will trade 
a bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We strongly recommend taking some buying positions in USD around 
79.50.  

In this year book “2015 financial predictions” we predicted “final bear cycle in market from 27 July to 15 August 
2015”, yes Sun can bring some uncertainty but take this uncertainty as buying opportunity in same time in 2015 
in the month of August.  

Watch 2088 level for S&P, as it is most tough astro resistance of 2015. In April when markets were falling, we 
predicted S&P won’t go below 1825, and by the 15th of June, S&P would achieve 1932 to 1955 and 1988.    

In our 2015 book we mentioned that commodities will have worst year of 2015, and so far precious metals, 
base metals, grains and softs have been struggling and they will keep moving down in the second half. Dollar 
will perform amazingly well in 2015 so hold positions and money in USD.  

 

 

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  
trading/Investment strategies! 
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Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on 
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under 
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges 
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or 
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.   

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their 
own research and due diligence before investing in any of 
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very 
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose 
money trading and investing in such investment.   

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php 

Reading daily range:  When we predict a 
weaker trend it means prices can break lower side 
and they can trade below predicted lows. (You can 
cover short but don’t buy extra at lower levels 
until our indicators give buy signal). 

When we predict a positive trend, means daily 
price can break upside and they can trade higher 
than predicted price (you can book profit but don’t 
short that market). 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

	Energy trading ranges for 2016:

